WARSAW AUTUMN FESTIVAL: PREMIERE BY DXARTS COMPOSER EWA TRĘBACZ

Tuesday, September 22, 2020 - 10:30am
Live streaming - Google Map

New work for violin solo, string orchestra and Ambisonic sound by DXARTS composer Ewa Trębacz premieres at 63rd International Festival of Contemporary Music "WARSAW AUTUMN".

Live streaming from W.Lutosławski Polish Radio Concert Studio starts at 10:30 AM Pacific Standard Time (7:30 PM Central European Summer Time).

YOUTUBE STREAMING LINK:
HTTPS://WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/WATCH?V=TW-VQ3-Q9K4&

FULL PROGRAM
HTTP://WARSZAWSKA-JESIEN.ART.PL/EN/2020/PROGRAMME-AND-TICKETS/PROGRAM/22-09/LEOPOLDINUM
MUSICA POLONICA NOVA AT WARSAW AUTUMN: A SPECIAL PRESENCE
Adam Bałdych violin
NFM LEOPOLDINUM STRING TRIO

NFM LEOPOLDINUM ORCHESTRA
Christian Danowicz conductor
Pawel Hendrich electronics

Pawel Hendrich Prismetris
Tomasz Skweres Concertino
Przemyslaw Scheller Dziewczynka z zapalami (The Little Match Girl)
Ewa Trebacz Metanoia ** (National Forum of Music commission)

** first performance

- With special thanks to the Department of Digital Arts and Experimental Media, University of Washington (dxarts.washington.edu).
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